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Access to Professionalized Knowledge

In the U.S. pro se or self-help materials are the 
dominant form of assistance received by low-
and moderate-income individuals seeking help 
with legal matters. 
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There’s a difference between

Access Deployment



Deployment

Lay consumers are expected to deploy (put 
into use) expert knowledge on everything 
from retirement savings to health plans to 
household electronics.
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Medical Information
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Investing 
information…



Electronics …



Current self-help materials

• use inaccessible legal jargon (i.e., “vacating a default judgment”)  
• are text heavy
• lack visual images 
• lack advanced organizers
• fail to provide guidance as to how to conduct a negotiation
• fail to set forth what to expect in court 
• fail to help people overcome feelings of shame and guilt
• fail to recognize how people respond to stressful circumstances



And we need rigorous evidence of what 
sorts of materials produce good results.



What’s required?  Thinking like a non-lawyer
• Identify the legal task
• Disaggregate the legal task into legal & non-legal aspects

• Recognize that legal aspects are often few
• Take steps to minimize their importance

• Create self-help materials that
• Recognize psychological states/challenges
• Focus on deployment & procedural learning
• Follow state of the art in adult education, psychology, behavioralism

• Test and iterate (we don’t yet know if this approach works!)
• Before: elicit feedback from SRLs on drafts
• After:  randomize provision of self-help materials against other services, or no 

assistance



What’s required?  Thinking like a non-lawyer
Some notes based on our experience

• Who is best-suited to draft self-help materials?

• You don’t know what you don’t know

• Great, or great-sounding, ideas often don’t work in practice 
(even my great ideas)



Environment For Testing These Theories: 
Financial Distress
• 40 million people live in poverty in the United States
• More than 70 million have at least one debt in collection.
• 1-in-7 consumers contacted about a debt report being sued 

by the debt collector/creditor
• 75% of consumers sued report not participating in the 

lawsuit
• People with <$40k in annual income were more than twice 

as likely to be contacted than those with higher incomes

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-survey-finds-over-one-four-consumers-contacted-debt-collectors-feel-threatened/

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-survey-finds-over-one-four-consumers-contacted-debt-collectors-feel-threatened/


Severe Financial Distress: Vicious Cycle
Financial Distress

Low mental performance Difficulty with 
decision-making

Eviction Divorce Gov’t 
Support



What helps consumers 
in financial distress 
improve their financial 
lives?

Study Question



But it is unlikely we will ever 
have enough lawyers available 
to meet the needs of LMI 
individuals with debt problems.

Some have suggested more 
affordable legal representation. 



We have, however, little 
rigorous evidence assessing 
whether counselling improves 
credit profiles.

Others have suggested financial counseling



The key is to produce rigorous evidence 
regarding when and where to deploy 
scarce lawyer time most effectively, while 
designing new interventions that are less 
expensive than lawyers.



What helps consumers 
in financial distress 
improve their financial 
lives?

Study Question

Financial Distress Research Project



Definitions / Population

• Financial distress
• Legal services-eligible consumers sued on credit card collection 

action in Connecticut small claims courts
• “Improve financial lives” (outcomes)

• Credit scores
• Credit attributes— e.g., # of overdue accounts, available credit
• Perceived stress
• Financial health





How do we design self-help materials that 
break down barriers to their deployment?

• Distance education

• Public health

• Behavioral economics

• Experimental psychology

• Cognitive psychology

• Sociology 



• Court observations
• Semi-structured cognitive 

interviews with consumers in 
debt collection cases in 
Maine, Connecticut, and 
Massachusetts

• Focus groups

Methodology

Pre-Test the Deployment Problem



Cognitive Interview Example 

Version #1 Version #2 Version #3

Which graphic image best communicates the 
concept of “bad evidence”?



Post-Research 
and Testing Hypothesis
• Individuals in financial distress will have trouble deploying 

professional legal knowledge as a result of a variety of 
barriers:

• Cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and psychological 
challenges 

• Debilitating feelings of shame, guilt, or hopelessness
• Lack of self-agency 
• Failures in plan-making and plan-implementation



Barrier: Lack of familiarity with system





When people face the barrier of uncertainty about what 
to expect or what to do first in an unfamiliar context or 
environment 




On the date listed on the Notice of Small Claims Hearing . . . go to court!!!
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Barrier: Guilt and Shame
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Self-Affirmation
Theory

This is hard. But you are not alone.  Lots of people have trouble paying 
their debts. And it doesn’t mean you are a bad person.



Barrier: Lack of Agency when advocating for 
oneself before a figure of authority



Barrier: challenges with making plans and goal setting 
/implementation

• Self-help materials should provide tools 
to help users make plans, set important 
goals, and implement those. 

• The advance commitment to a plan 
decreases the need for self-control in 
the face of temptation. 



“I will pay cash 
for groceries 
this week”
rather than “I will try 
not to use my credit 
card so much”

If goals are 
specific & 
proximate they 
are more likely to 
be accomplished



If “X” happens, then I will do “Y.”
• Self-help materials can give examples of 

a person committing to responding to a 
specific circumstance in a particular way.

• Having a plan in place eliminates 
decision-making in the moment.

If I get a refund check from my 
taxes, I will put it in the bank rather 
than spend it. 
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If goals are framed 
positively they are 
more likely to be 
accomplished

“If I call my creditor 
about making small 
payments tomorrow, 
I will happier” rather 
than “If I don’t set up a 
payment plan I’m in 
trouble”



Use planning prompts



Include encouraging words or pictures to help people 
stay motivated through a difficult or lengthy process
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You can do this!



Include relaxation exercises to lessen anxiety through a 
stressful process



Barrier: Information processing & learning

Conceptual Knowledge
• Understanding underlying 

principles

• Understanding ideas, 
connections & relationships

• Interpretation of concepts

Procedural Knowledge
• Skills

• Procedures

• Action sequences
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Step one: Gather all of your pay stubs, bank statements, and every other paper that has to do with the money you 
get or have. Then make a list of everything you own.

Step two: Fill out the court forms.
You can get the on line at www.court.xxx or you can go to the court and get the forms. 

Step three: Send the forms to the Court.  Here is the address:

100 Main Street
Anytown, 12345

Step four:     Send a copy of your forms to your spouse.
You can do this by mail.  
If you go to the post office, you can get a receipt and tracking number.

Provide procedural information.  Less “why” they have to do 
something and more “this is what you need to do.”

http://www.court.xxx/


Self-help materials should provide the user with 
procedural information in the form of “scripts.”



When conceptual knowledge is necessary, 
use analogy & imagery
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How to 
explain the 
statute of 
limitations



Imagery can be used to explain, direct and 
entertain the self-help user
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Stick figures should be used rather than 
detailed photographs or drawings
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Use checklists to help users keep organized 
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Checklist

 Step one:  Gather your papers. Turn to page __ to see what papers you need to find. 

 Step two: Fill out the court forms.  Turn to page __ to see how to get them and how to fill them out. 

 Step three: Once you have filled out all the forms, you need to make copies of all the forms.  Turn to 
page __ to see where you can make copies.

 Step four: Give one copy to the court with a filing fee or a waiver form.  Turn to page ___ to learn 
exactly how to do this. 

 Step five: Send one copy of all the forms to your spouse.  Turn to page ___ to learn exactly how to do 
this. 



Use advanced organizers to help users see the 
process as a whole 

You can take care of your court case without a lawyer. This packet will show 
you how.  It has four parts:



Avoid legal jargon and simplify complicated 
processes

home rather than domicile
papers or forms rather than documents
change rather than modify
next to rather than abutting



Simplify complicated processes
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When you go to court, you or someone else will give information to 
a judge. This is called “evidence”. 

This evidence may include a story that you or someone else tells 
the judge. This is called “testimony”. 

Emails and text messages, documents, photos, and objects that 
help you tell your story can also be evidence. 



Write at a 5th/6th grade reading level and in a 
conversational style
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Draw on and reflect communication theory at the level 
of the page, the sentence, and the word 

• Use the active voice and 
present tense

• Place the main idea 
before the exceptions

• Give examples of how 
one would follow a 
complicated direction

• Use headers on each page

• Leave plenty of white 
space on each page so as 
not to overwhelm the 
reader

• Don’t mix fonts within the 
body of text
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Summation

• Simplicity is key
• Provide shortcuts and 

prompts
• Make self-improvement 

behaviors easy and the 
“default” (i.e., direct deposit 
10% of salary into a savings 
account)

• Keep people engaged while 
they are performing challenging 
tasks

• Understand your audience and 
have that understanding 
reflected in your communication 
(i.e., over-taxed bandwidth, 
stressed & overwhelmed, low 
literacy)
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